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1. INTR~DI~CTI~N 
This paper discusses masimum principles for partial differential operators 
of the type 
f.lZ - Z) (i,u!Ef) + Lu = Y[u], (1.1) 
where .I/ and L are second nrder elliptic partial differential operators. \\‘c 
assume that they ha1.e time independent and sufficientI\- smooth coefficients. 
These operators are referred to as pseudoparabolic or iobolev-Galpern t!-pe 
in the literature. \\‘e will assume that Y[u] (s, t) is continuous in 
-Q = Ds[O. T] where D is a bounded region in R* with boundary PD. 
In a recent paper [3], Ting, under the additional assumption that .I1 and L 
are the same elliptic operators. showed that solutions of the initial \-alue 
problem for (I. I) with zero data on the lateral boundary of-Q satisfy a strong 
masimum principle. In particular he showed that if U(X, t) satisfies 
(.A - Z) (i”u’c-tI + Ju = 0 (s. ‘) E -0 
tt(x, f) = 0 (x. f) E ?D [O. T] (1.2) 
u(v. 0) = $(.v) .s E n 
then 
(unless of course C$(.VI = 0, in ivhich cast equality occurs). \\‘e note that 
.\I = L = -I, the Laplacian in R”. 
Ting then remarks that the situation is unknown \vhen JI and L are differ- 
ent operators. In Section 3, we give some esamples to show that in general .II 
and L must be the same for the abo\re result to hold. 
In Section 2. we rstend Tinp’s rrsult tu include rlonhomogenzotrs data 
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prescribed on the lateral boundary of Q. However, in this case, we have not 
been able to obtain a strict inequality as in (1.3), that is, we have a weak 
rather than a strong maximum principle. 
2. NOTATION 
By CfiS+,l(D), we denote the Banach space of functions whose derivatives of 
order up to and including m are Hijlder continuous in D of exponent u. 
(0 <a< I). \\‘e denote the usual norm on this space by 11 ... 11,,,+, . The 
masimum norm we denote by 11 ... 11,. . By C:+‘(D), we denote those func- 
tions in Ctn+l(D) whose continuous extension to the closure B of D vanishes 
on the boundary FD of D. Throughout this paper, we assume D to be a 
bounded open set in R” whose boundary BD is of class Cz+O. By T, we denote 
intervals of the positive real line of the form [0, t]. M’e shall assume that the 
elliptic operators .IZ and L have the forms 
and impose the following conditions. 
(a) The coefficients of ‘12 and L lie in C’(D). 
(b) The coefficients m(.~) and I(s) are nonnegative in D. 
\Ve shall consider solutions of the equation 
(112 - I) (eujst) + Lu = 0, (2.3) 
with U(S; 0) = C(X) and U(S, t) = g(s, t) on the lateral boundary ZD >: T and 
assume that rj(.v) E cl+,‘(D) and that g(s, 1) is a continuously differentiable 
function of t lying in c”+,‘(D), \l’e assume that g(s, 0) - d(s) E C:+‘(D). AS 
shown in [2], under the above assumptions, the unique solution to (2.3) lies 
in C’+‘l(D). 
\Ve remark that the elliptic operator (JZ - I) can be considered as a 
mapping from C:+‘(D) -+ C’(D). As I ‘s well known. this mapping has a 
bounded inverse, (JZ - 1)-l. 
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3. THE I!'E.w hJmmwnl PRINCIPLE 
\Ve first wish to show that solutions of the equation 
.,Hu = (d - I) (h/&j + q.li~~ = 0. (3.1) 
with U(X, 0) =4(s) and U(S, t) = g(s, t) for (x. t) E ED x T, have the fol- 
lowing property. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u be a solution of (3.1) in D ,a: T with E and 7 positive 
constants. Let 4(.x-) > 0 abd g(x, t) > 0, then u(s, t) > 0 in D ,x T. 
Proof. Our first step is a change of the dependent variable. Let 
U(X, t) = z’(s, t) exp(--(v/e) t). Under this transformation, the equation (3.1) 
becomes 
(EM - I) (2z@t) + (T/C) ?I = 0 (3.2) 
and, on the boundary-, E’ takes the values 4(s) and gc(s, t) = e(njs)lg(x, tj. It 
follows that g”(s, t) zz: 0 and it clearly suffices to show that z(s, t) >: 0. 
By the use of the masimum principle for elliptic operators [I], it follows 
immediately that the operator .:d = ~/~(~:ll - 1)-l is negative in the sense 
that if f E C and f ? 0 (pointwise), then the function df q>z 0 (pointwise). 
.At this point, we divide our proof into separate cases. 
Case 1. Suppose V(X. t) = 0 for (s, t) E ED .\ T and thus, 4 E C:+“(D). 
In this case, we can write the solution to (3.2) in the form 
(3.3) 
since d = qje(eLll - I)-’ is bounded. From (3.3) it follows that z.1 2 0. 
Cuse 2. Suppose that d(s) = 0. In this case, g *(s, 0) = 0 for s E iiD. 
From our assumption that m(x) > 0 and the regularity of solutions to the 
Dirichlet problem for elliptic equations, we have the esistence of a function 
G(x, t) such that for each fised t 
MG = 0, 
G(s, t) = g*(x, t), s E ?D. (3.4) 
Furthermore G(x, t) is continuously differentiable with respect to t since the 
same is true of g*(s, t). From (3.4). it follows that G(s, 0) = 0 while the 
masimum principle for elliptic equations yields G(v, 1) ‘::. 0 in D :C T. 
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Set w = o - G. Then w clearly satisfies 
(i%Z/i?t) + $C(EilZ - I)-’ w = (dZ - Z)-l [(3G,2t) - +3-j, 
w(s, t) = v(s, t) - G(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E %D x T, 
a(.~, 0) = v(s, 0) - G(s, 0) = 0. (3.5) 
The solution to (3.5) can be written 
Cl = J ” e+~)~a?{~,‘~(2G/‘i%) - G} dT 0 
c t = --E/b)..c!P 
‘0 
e-(t-r)dGdT + ~/+c(G(t) - e+dG(O)} - d l* e-(t--5)dGdr. 
This in turn yields 
I 
t 
v = -A! e-(t-rWG dr- +,& 
0 J 
-’ e-(t-MG dT + (1 + E/T@) G, 
0 
that is, 
~1 = (I + C/T@) G - &(I + l ,+p’) 1’ e-(f-r)dG dT. (3.6) 
0 
\Ve now show that (I + E/VA!) G > 0 for each fixed t. Set # = (I + E/F~) G 
then for t fixed and .Y E FD we have 
4 = G + +@G, .r E SD, 
= G = g*(s, t) > 0, 
since the range of AI lies in C:+“(D). Also, 
(dZ - I) I/J = (EM - I) G + (EM - I) (dt2 - I)-l G 
=-G+G=O. 
Thus, by the maximum principle for elliptic equations, we have that I/ > 0 
in D for each fixed t. 
It now follows immediately from (3.6) and the fact that the operator A! 
is negative that e’ > 0 in D x T. 
Case 3. By superimposing solutions from the above two cases, we obtain 
our theorem, under the assumption that U(S, 0) = 0 for s E i?D. IVe shall now 
remove this assumption. 
Let 4J.v) and g,(.v, t) satisfy the same smoothness conditions as 4(x) and 
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g(s, I) and be such that 6,J.v) q : 0 and g,,(.v, 0) -~- 0 for .s E i;D. Further, let 
qb,, + Q in Li( D) 
and 
,c,: -.5” in L’(?D . T). 
Since solutions of (3. I ) depend continuously on the boundary data (cf. [I]). 
we have that 
u,(s, t) + U(.L I) in Lyn). 
where u,,(s, t) is the solution of (3. I ) with d, and g, in place of 4 and g. The 
two previous cases give u,~(s, t) “3 0 in R and since, II E C(o). it follows that 
24 >,O in Q. 
\\‘e are now in a position to pro\-e the main result of this section: 
THEOREKI 3.2. Let II satisJ\* 
.rlcU = (EJZ - I)(?UjLV) + 7jilZU < 0 
in -Q, where E rind q are positi7le constants. Jf 4 ardg are nonnegative, then II 2 0 
in R. 
Proof. Let Ir = Au so that h r< 0 in R. Let u1 satisf! 
..Ku’ = 0, d = u on Du (PD .’ T) 
and up satisf! 
,Ku~ = h, u2 = 0 on D u (30 :J T), 
thus 
11 = ul + ue. 
Theorem 3.1 shows that u1 3 0 in R and it remains to prove that u2 is also 
positive. Clearly u2 has the representation 
II? = It exp(-(t - T) ~(~fll - f)-l AI) (edI - I)-l h d7. 
‘0 
(3.7) 
It follows from the equation 
exp(-t~(~Jl - 1)-l AI) $ = exp(--(q/E) t) exp(--(v/c) t(& - I)-‘) * 
= esp( -(q/6) t) exp( - td) (G, 
for 4 E C;+‘(D) that esp(-tq(c.11 - I)-’ .II) is a positive operator, since eefd 
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is positive. Hence the integrand in (3.7) is nonnegative and the fact that u2 is 
nonnegative follows. 
C'OROLLARY (weak maximum principle). &I u satisjj, 
J/u = 0 in R. 
Then, if K denotes the maximum of 1 u(x, t)i on the base and lateral sides of 8, 
we hazle 1 u(.x, t)l < K in R. 
Proof. Set c = K - u, then 
.NZJ = -yKm(s) < 0. 
Clearly, on (SD :< T) u D, we have 2’ > 0; and from Theorem 3.2, it follows 
that II < K in Q. By considering ZL’ = -u, we may similarly infer that 
u > -K and hence, 1 u(x, t)] < K, (s, t) E f2. 
It would be of interest to find out whether Eq. (3.1) satisfies a strong 
masimum principle in the case of nonhomogeneous data. 
-i. C'OL~NTERE,SA~IPLES 
In this section, we show that Eq. (1. I) will not in general have a maximum 
principle if the operator L is not a positive scalar multiple of AP. 
ESAMPLE 1. L = --JI. This example corresponds to (1. I) under the 
transformation t - -t, that is. backward in time. It is easilv verified that the 
equation 
((aya.9) - I) (au/a) - (2’u/P.u2) = 0, (4.1) 
with u(.r, 0) = sin x, ~(0, t) = u(fl. t) = 0. for .r r~ [0, ~1, t E [0, tl] has the 
solution 
u(.t-, I) = e11/2ff sin .Y. (4.2) 
EXAMPLE 2a. Let u be a solution to 
((a”/Px’) - I) (?u,if?t) + (2u/~s) = 0, 0 < .I. c: 1) 
u(s. 0) = fj(.r), u(0, t) = u( 1) t) = 0. 
(4.3) 
Then u = e@@4, where B = ((d2/dx2) - Z)-l (d/d-v). We first show that, 
for an appropriate choice of d(x), the L2 norm of II, I( u 11 , increases for small 
values of t. 
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Let G(s, 5) be the Green’s function for the equation J*“(S) - j’(x) = 0. 
0 H:* .V <I I. with homogenwus houndarl- conditions. Then 
Now choose C$ such 4 =I”’ -f where f satisries j(0) =f(l) =.1”(O) = 
f”(1) = 0. \Ve then have 
(d,;dt) jl u(f)ll’ I!=,, = -2 J” f(s) (f”‘(s) -f’(x)) ds 
= 2 f’-;fl’ +f’j”) ds 
- 0 
= [j’(l)] - [f’(O)]’ 
A4n appropriate choice off”( 1) and f’(0) will then give 
(44 II WI’ It=,, > 0. 
N’e shall now further restrict f in order to show that the maximum norm of u 
increases for small t. To this end, we choose f to he a fifth degree polynomial 
with f’( I) = I and f’(O) = 0, that is, 
f(x) = x3(x - 1) (4 - 3s). 
A simple calculation patterned after the above shows that 
(44 [+J 01” It-0 = --Z[4Wl C($ 
= -2l(s) (b(s), 
where 
y(x) = j,’ G(x, 4) b’(s) ds = L@(x), 
that is. F is a solution to the problem 
J”’ -J’ = 4’. y(O) =,\‘(I) =o. 
To see that u2 does not attain its maximum at t = 0. it is sufficient to show 
that y(.~)+(+,) < 0 at a point s0 where / Qua takes on its maximum. A 
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routine calculation shows that this does indeed happen. For the readers 
convenience, we list the functions 4(.~) and J(S). 
-4(s) = -3s” + 7.x.’ + 56.\” - 84.9 + 24x, 
The value of s0 is approsimatel!, 0.754. 
Thus Eq. (3.3) does not eshibit a masimum principle. 
EXAMPLE 2b. \Ce consider the equation 
((3/W) - I) (h+?t) + (s4l’~s”) + t\(i;f+s) = 0 (4.4) 
with 
u(s, 0) = cJ(s); u(0, t) = U(I) t) = 0. 
Note that 111 and L differ only in their lower order terms. The solution to (4.4) 
may be represented as 
u(s, t) = f Ilk(S) (e/k!), 
I;=0 
where 
and 
uh.+l(x) = -((d’/d.G) - Z)-1 ((d’/&) + h(d/dx)) up(x) 
uo(x) = fj(x). 
This implies that ut(.v) is given b! 
u,(x) = -((d’/d.r’) - Z)-1 ((d*/dx*) + x(d/d.v)) No 
= -((d*/d.Y’) - I)-lr$ - A((d2/dx’) - I)-’ (dc$/d.r) 
= -{f” + ,\J), 
where f and y are as in Example 2a. \Ve may commute the operators d2/dx2 
and ((d2/d.t2) - I)-‘, since 4 lies in the range of ((d*/dx*) - I)-‘. Thus, 
(d/dt) (u’) llco = h,(x) t+(.v) 
= -2$(f v + A?), 
From Example 2a by choosing A sufficiently large it is clear that at the point 
so where 14 1 attains its maximum value we have (d/dt) (u*) llXo > 0. 
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